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 Synopsis

You are detective  Hank Anderson , and you’ve just been transferred to another city to help solve a series of unusu
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Snares of Ruin is a game about the detective Hank, who must figure out why a deadly virus has been released into the city. His
partner Gwen helps him him in this investigation. This plays out as a very straightforward story where choices vary in terms of
choosing attributes and romantic interests. The storyline is interesting, and the game isn't difficult to figure out. Its a nice solid
story to play that doesn't require an intense amount of skill. .. This is a cautious recommendation. The different stories and
characters felt a bit shallow, it might have been better to focus on less and flesh that out more.. So far so good: This game is the
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definition of: "If you can't do something original, then do something well." The writing, visuals, gamefeel, and story won't win
any originality awards, but all are executed with professional competence. It's a lean, mean game and I highly recommend it on
that basis.. Great game, Wanting to buy this for a friend because i know she would love it however due to Steams "Rule" where
if they're using a different currency you can't gift it to them. I mean. Its a Gift? You're telling me I can't buy a gift for a friend
because she uses different currency? Its discrimination or prejudice against people who live in different countries, I for one feel
highly offended, So what if i Live in a different country? we can't all choose where we live when we're born into this world. we
can't choooseee to be a different Race Either sooo now i can't Choose to gift someone basically Might as well throw Christmas
out the window too huh. You're getting money regardless of where it comes from annddd then there is the currency exchange
rate I mean for a game thats in Canadian Currency of 20 dollars. its about 17 dollars American. Make Awareness and vote this
up so the world can see. Share it, Preach it. Protest against steam Non-gifting rule.. A neat little adventure game with some light
RPG and dating Sim elements in the RPG Maker engine. You play a freshly-arrived detective in a fantasy town, tasked to
investigate murders related to the outbreak of a deadly epidemic. The story is well written, the pace feels right and well balanced
between investigation phases, emergencies and hanging out with the ladies. The (optional) romances are well integrated in the
game and don't feel cheesy at all. Expect nearly 5 hours of playing time, more if you explore alternate paths and hunt for
achievments. Snares of Ruin shows that you don't need AAA graphics or a high budget to make a game that is enjoyable and fun
to play. It's well worth the money.. I wasn't sure what to expect when I started to play this game but I must say I was surprised at
how much I enjoyed this game. It shows as a good example of how good writing, story and good depth in gameplay will always
trump graphics. It also feels as long as it should be, and not padded with mundane side stuff. My only constructive piece of
critiscism would be a lack of male characters, after a while you know that there is a dating sim clearly here, but I think that may
have been the developers goal. But until that realisation, it was standing up perfectly fine as an interesting story, and still did
after, though a small bit of the immersion was lost. If a sequel(direct or indirect) was made to this game, I would definitely pick
it up on release.. Snares of Ruin is a game about the detective Hank, who must figure out why a deadly virus has been released
into the city. His partner Gwen helps him him in this investigation. This plays out as a very straightforward story where choices
vary in terms of choosing attributes and romantic interests. The storyline is interesting, and the game isn't difficult to figure out.
Its a nice solid story to play that doesn't require an intense amount of skill. .. positive review support. I like zombies so much so
playing a detective and trying to discover all that was a great pleasure. you can even choose diferent girls to mate with, but I
prefered only human, Yeah, I am a real retrograd, lol. Sound is perfect, but not the kisses.(((Oh, is it so hard to make a sound of
a kiss?)) At least a wisper would be better, the one in the game was so funny))) The developer is thinking to make a new chapter
of this story and it would be really great.

Solution to Launch Problems! : Hiya guys. So while preparing Snares of Ruin Zero for release, I've managed to find out what's
going on with launch problems that some people have been experiencing. As I mentioned in some discussion threads before,
there is a third party program called Node js (Nwjs) that is required as a launcher for this game (and other more recent games of
mine: Pegasus-5, Snares of Ruin, Renegade Grounds, and will also be for Snares of Ruin Zero). This program together with one
of the plugins is required for integration of Steam achievements. Unfortunately from what I've been testing today, the newer
versions of Node js give a lot of problems and often don't trigger achievements (possibly due to conflicts with other plugins).
So, as of right now, staying with version 22.3 of Node js is the best bet to make sure achievements still trigger. However, if the
computer has used a newer version of Node js for running of other games, then it could cause launch problems of games that
used older version of Node js. There is a handy fix that can allow you to stop this from happening. You have to go to the
following folder: C:Users(your username here)AppDataLocalKADOKAWARPGMVUserDataDefault And then scroll all the
way down and locate two files: "Web Data" and "Web Data-journal", and DELETE them. This will stop the override and will
allow your computer to run games that use any version of Node js that's older than the whichever is the newest version you used.
If you happen to run a game later that uses a newer version of Node js, then you might have to do this fix again as the "Web
Data" and "Web Data-journal" files will reappear and constantly auto-update based on what version of Node js you've been
using. Just a note - AppData folder is normally hidden on your computer, so you'll first have to 'show hidden folders' from your
computer's Control Panel. I hope this helps, and please feel free to ask any questions if you're still stuck. The alternative solution
that was mentioned before is to launch the game via Firefox browser (by going into game folders and launching it through the
file called 'index').. Snares of Ruin sequel and prequel. : Hello everyone! I hope you've been enjoying Snares of Ruin,
Pegasus-5, and my other games. I thought I'd make this announcement to shed light on what's coming up in the near future for
Astronomic Games. So, as some of you might know already, Snares of Ruin 2 is in development. I got some very useful
feedback from players of Snares of Ruin 1 and Pegasus-5, and I'm keeping many of these suggestions in mind for Snares of
Ruin 2. I hope to make it even better than the first, but at the same time, all the things people loved in the first game will be in it
too. So - relationships with the ladies, choices & consequences, mysteries to uncover and crimes to solve, a free roam kind of
feel around the town hub, the attributes, and of course I'll be saving up some budget on the CGs of special scenes with the
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ladies. Because of the scope, I am taking it slow with Snares of Ruin 2 and gradually funding the different custom assets that
will be used in it. So, since there are still some assets that need to be made for SoR 2, there's not much main development I can
do on it at the moment, so in a meantime I've decided to work on a shorter project in the Snares of Ruin universe - a prequel to
be precise, called Snares of Ruin Zero. This prequel will take place during the two weeks that lead up to the beginning of the
events in Snares of Ruin 1 and the story narrative point of view will be alternating between 3 of the ladies from the first game -
Miroslava, Medina, and Alzyra. Snares of Ruin Zero will be a shorter project (perhaps about a couple of hours long) and I am
aiming to release it before the end of the year. It's already been in development for a good month or so. It will reuse most of the
graphic assets from Snares of Ruin 1, as I am mainly trying to spend the budget on Snares of Ruin 2 assets.. Snares of Ruin 2
first sneak peek! : Happy New Year, everyone! I thought it would be great to start this year with a little sneak peek of Snares of
Ruin 2. This is a short video sample showcasing a bit from the first investigation. One of the things I've added to this game that
my previous games didn't have are animated character busts. So now, whenever the characters talk, their mouths move and
they'll blink at times too. I am hoping this can bring a bit more life to the characters during the scenes. Thank you for support
and be on a lookout for further updates.. Snares of Ruin Zero store page is live! : Hi everyone. So, the prequel to Snares of
Ruin, called Snares of Ruin Zero, now has its Steam store page live. The game is planned for release on 6th of December this
year if all goes well, but you can already see the trailer, screenshots, description, and to add it to your wishlist. Snares of Ruin
Zero is a shorter game than Snares of Ruin and serves as a prequel that shows more of the backstory and how all the events in
Snares of Ruin began. Snares of Ruin 2 (which will be a sequel) is still in development. Some of its graphical assets have already
been completed by my artist, so I can begin to make some good progress on its development pretty soon.. Snares of Ruin Zero is
now out! : Hi everyone! Just a quick announcement that Snares of Ruin Zero, a prequel to this game, has now come out. I hope
you'll enjoy it. Snares of Ruin Zero store page: As always, feel free to ask any questions on the discussion forums. Stay tuned
for updates relating to Snares of Ruin 2 in the near future.
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